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Abstract

This research explores the different effects of country of brand (COB) image on symbolic value of luxury brands. Based on two empirical studies of symbolic value of sunglasses and sunscreen cream, we find that COB image has significant positive impacts on prestige value, social self-expressive value and inner self-expressive value while COB cues influence uniqueness value negatively. This research demonstrates that the effect of COB image on social self-expressive value and inner self-expressive value of luxury brands will be greater when subjects are promotion-primed rather than prevention-primed. In addition, COB image affects symbolic value prominently when the brand is closely related to COB.
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Introduction

“Le superflu, chose très nécessaire.”

——Voltaire

Voltaire once bemoaned: “for almost 2000 years, people in poetry eloquently had been attacking luxury, but always loved luxury” (Voltaire, trans. 2006) in that “le superflu, chose très nécessaire” (luxury goods were superfluous but necessary) (Voltaire, 1771). Voltaire contended that the development of the luxury industry would effectively create jobs, and luxury behavior was one of effective ways of allocating wealth from the rich to the poor. However, luxury consumption not only boosts the economy but also consoles. There is consensus that luxury brands are important carriers of symbolic value. Holman (1980) suggested that products that were different in economic strength could effectively deliver symbolic value of consumer goods. That is, only some consumers can buy such goods, while others cannot. On the basis of a comprehensive literature review of symbolic value from 16 top marketing journals in the last 30 years, we also discovered that luxury was an important symbolic value carrier. For example, many luxury brands are considered a status symbol (Phau & Prendergast, 1998). Symbol value of a brand is mainly for shaping, developing and delivering consumer self-concept (Kleine, Kleine, Kernan, 1993; Belk, 1995; Fournier, 1998; Fischer, 2000; Hogg, Cox, Keeling, 2000; Voase, 2002; Schau & Russell, 2005). Since self-concept is so abstract, there arises a need to express self in concrete ways. For example, consumers could define social roles by making use of symbolic value embedded in products or service (Leigh & Gabel, 1992). Symbolic consumption is undoubtedly one of the shortcuts for people in modern society to express and maintain themselves. Together, these research streams suggest that symbolic value is significant motivation for consumers to purchase luxury goods.

It is worth noting that country of brand (COB) image is one of the important driving forces of consumer perceived value. Specifically, although consensus on the effect of country of origin on perceived quality seems to have emerged (Chao, 1993; Erickson, Johansson, & Chao, 1984; Han & Terpstra, 1988), COB image not only affected consumers from the perspective of cognitive function, but from the perspective of symbol and emotional implications (Hong & Wyer, 1989). Additionally, the study demonstrated that country of origin effect functioned more significantly in luxury consumption than in necessities consumption (Piron, 2000). The research also suggested that COB image stimulated perceived value of luxury brands more effectively than country of manufacture (COM) image (Phau & Prendergast, 2000).

However, we still know very little about the relationship between COB image and symbolic value of luxury brands. The current study focuses on the effect of COB image on perceived quality and purchase intention (Häubl & Elrod, 1999; Essoussi & Merunka, 2007). Importantly, Chinese luxury consumers are generally so young that they have lower brand familiarity than consumers in developed countries (McKinsey, 2011). Moreover, it is found that country of origin effect is more significant in the context of brand unfamiliarity (Gerstner, 1985; Johansson, Douglas, Nonaka, 1985). Therefore, this study attempts to explore whether there is significant interaction between COB image and symbolic value of luxury brands for Chinese luxury
consumers, and whether the effects of those factors vary with regulatory focus and strength of brand-country association.

The current research contributes to the body of extant literature by demonstrating that favorable COB image will encourage more prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, but less uniqueness value; the interaction between COB image and self-expressive value (including social self-expressive value and inner self-expressive value) will be reinforced for consumers with promotion focus; COB effect functions significantly in luxury symbolic consumption when brands are strongly linked to the COB.

The following section presents overviews regarding symbolic value and COB. Next, this study discusses theoretical frameworks and the link between COB image and symbolic value. Subsequently, the paper explains the methodology used in the study and provides its empirical results. This study concludes by offering practical and theoretical implications.

**Literature Review**

**Symbolic Value**

The modern era of research on symbolic value seems to have commenced in 1950 with Haire’s (1950) publication. Such issues have been investigated in the literature for the past several decades, during which time topics focused on the following aspects: (1) definition. There are basically two views on how to define symbolic value. Some researchers contend that symbolic value is subjective value perceived by consumers, more specifically, consumers perceive symbolic value (e.g. prestige and self-expression) by brand consumption. Conversely, others insisted that symbolic value is objective value except functional value (Leibenstein, 1950; Keller, 1993); (2) dimensions. The initial research on symbolic value mainly focused on the interpersonal influence-oriented value, such as prestige value and social self-expressive value (e.g. Vigneron & Johnson, 1999, 2004; Rio, Vazquez, Iglesias, 2001); However, much research also suggests that consumers perceive personal influence-oriented value such as self-expressive value and uniqueness value (Rio et al. 2001; Bauer et al., 2004); (3) Rationales. The researchers primarily discuss and explain inherent mechanisms of symbolic consumption using the theory of symbolic interactionism and ritual behavior, among which symbolic interactionism is the mainstream; (4) Antecedents. Previous research on symbolic value before 2000 mainly explored the conceptualization and formation mechanisms of symbolic value, of which there is a huge stream of researches on the motivation of symbolic consumption in the literature. While after 2000, the research began to focus on what factors have an effect on symbolic value from the perspective of consumption psychology, product / brand, culture, purchase context and social ecology. First, the psychological factors consist of a reference group (Childers & Rao, 1992), consumer experience (Tsai, 2005) and ethnic identity (Maldonado & Tansuhaj, 1999). Then, brand or product factors are related mainly to product meanings (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998), product scarcity (Heribert & Verena, 2010), COB image (Piron, 2000) and brand prominence (Han, Nunes, Drèze, 2010). Next, some researches explored cultural influence on the symbolic value from national culture (Eng & Bogaert, 2010), traditional values (Wong & Ahuvia, 1998) and materialism (Richins, 1994). Finally,
the effect of purchase contexts (public vs. private) (Bearden & Etzel, 1982) and social ecological factors (e.g. mating motives) (Sundie et al., 2011) on symbolic value are also discussed.

**Country of Brand**

This research demonstrates that differences in country image will affect consumers’ attitude toward brands, thereby affecting consumers’ purchase intention (Leonidas et al., 1999; Laroche et al., 2005). In other words, when people from one country tend to have the same insights about another country, this stereotype may affect product evaluation from the country (Billey & Nes, 1982). Once the country is linked to a specific product, the country of origin is formed. Country of Origin (COO) is where products or brands will be perceived as coming from (Saeed, 1994), but it is probably inconsistent with the location of the firm’s headquarters. With development of global division of labor as well as cooperation, country of origin image is different from objective and subjective perspective due to the difference in cognition of COO.

COO may have a significant influence on consumption. Phau and Prendergast (2000) contended that COO study fell into three distinct phases as follows: first, COO is used as single cue to affect product evaluation. In the seminal study, Dichter (1962) investigated the COO effect. Schooler’s (1965) subsequent research concluded that stereotypes did exist when consumers evaluate products from different countries, which is related to consumers’ general cognition in the context of COO. The research indicated that COO effects generally existed in various products (Reierson, 1966). Although single cue research dominated the initial phase of COO research, such research was criticized for exaggerating the COO effect (Phau & Prendergast, 2000). Then, subsequent research used multi-cues to improve COO research (Gaedeke, 1973). There is a huge stream of researches on COO effect in the literature, as follows: demographic factors (e.g. age, gender, education, race, color etc.) (Schooler, 1971; Dornoff, 1974); product type (Lillis & Naragana, 1974); price (Papadopoulos, Heslop, & Beracs, 1990); level of economic development and country reputation (Khachaturian & Morganosky, 1990); ethnocentrism (Han, 1988; Hong & Wyer, 1989; Papadopoulos, Heslop, & Beracs, 1990); product complexity; retailer reputation (Khachaturian & Morganosky, 1990); COO hierarchy effects (Tse & Gorn, 1993; Thakor & Kohli, 1996); brand familiarity (Lee & Ganesh, 1999); country of manufacturing (COM), country of assembly (COA), country of design (COD), and country of brand (COB). Before the establishment of a global division of labor, COO was quite simple, that is, COM was usually equated with COB, COM, or COD. With the development of globalization, single-origin products in international markets are scarce except for a few specific categories (such as agricultural products or mineral resources). Hybrid products that are manufactured, branded and assembled in different countries gradually dominate the market. Thus, COO becomes a multi-dimensional construct, including COM, COA, COD, and COB. (1) COM. Saeed (1994) suggested that COM was the last location where the product was manufactured; (2) COA, the country where the product was assembled (Chao & Rajendran, 1993); (3) COD, the country where R & D located (Chao & Rajendran, 1993; Ahmed & d’ Astous, 1996). (4) COB. With reference to definition of COB, there are two schools of thought. Some researchers argue that COB is the location of enterprises which design and have name-brands as core assets, or the country underlying in brands (Han & Terstra, 1988), while others insist that COB is the
country where target customers perceive that the brand originates (Thakor & Kohli, 1996). Given the dynamic changes in the brand ownership and market information asymmetry, this study uses the latter definition of COB.

It is worth noting that how to measure COO image has always been of concern. Nagashima (1977) measured COO with price and value, service and engineering, advertising and reputation, design and style, and consumers’ demographic features; Narayana (1981) proposed a scale of COO including quality, cognition, reputation, product type, popularity, and functional value; Han (1989) also proposed to measure COO using technical level, prestige, craftsmanship, price, and practicality; Parameswaran and Pisharodi (1994) presented forty research indicators based on general national characteristics, general product attributes and specific product attributes; Agarwal and Sikri (1996) believed that technology, prestige, and price were critical factors for measuring COO image; Chattalas, Kramer, and Takada (2008) contended that competence and warmth were two dimensions of COO image from the perspective of consumer perception. This different understanding of the COO concept has led to inconsistencies in measurement indicators in current research.

COO is one of the driving forces of perception value and purchase intent. In particular, when consumers are not familiar with foreign products, COO will become an important external cue for product evaluation (e.g. Gerstner, 1985). Ahmed, d’Astous, and Eljabri (2002) suggested that the degree of COO industrialization had a positive impact on the perceived quality, which was moderated by involvement, technical complexity, and technological innovation; Lin and Kao (2004) proposed that COO had an effect on brand equity by consumer perception and purchasing behavior; Essoussi and Merunka (2007) provided evidence that COD and COM had a positive impact on perceived quality by brand image; COM image, congruity between COM and COB, as well as congruity between COM and product have a positive impact on perceived quality. Prior research has indicated that COB image had an indirect effect on consumer purchase intention by perceived quality, which was moderated by product involvement. For example, Ahmed and Asrous (1995) claimed that COB image was one of the crucial external cues for assessing consumer perceived quality. Many researchers replicated the results in different product contexts that both COB and COM image would have an impact on product evaluation (Han & Terpstra, 1998; Narasimhan, Subhash, Kiranjit, 2004). Furthermore, Ahmed and Asrous (1996) discovered that COB effect was more significant than COM effect in a high level of product involvement context. In addition, Chen (2004) found that early adopters tend to use COM image as the cue of product evaluation, while interim adopters and laggards would prefer COB image as the evaluation criteria.

**Theoretical Development**

On the basis of this review of relevant literature, symbolic value consists of interpersonal influence-oriented value and personal influence-oriented value. The former includes prestige value and social self-expressive value (e.g. Vigneron & Johnson, 1999, 2004; Rio, Vazquez, Iglesias, 2001); and the latter involves self-expressive value and uniqueness value (Rio et al. 2001; Bauer et al., 2004). The following discusses the relationship between COB image and symbolic value.
COB Image and Symbolic Value

Generally, COB image is used to evaluate foreign products in three ways: 1) clues utilization. Consumers take COB as external cues for product evaluation (e.g. perceived quality) (Chao, 1993; Phau & Prendergast, 2000); 2) halo effect and summary effect. The halo effect functions when consumers have less familiarity with products. More specifically, consumers would infer product attributes from the country image, which would ultimately affect brand attitude. On the contrary, summary effect would work if consumers have intimate knowledge of products, that is, consumers’ belief in a specific product would affect country image, which would influence brand attitude directly (Erickson, Johansson, & Chao, 1984; Han, 1989); 3) Supplementary information. COO image is used to fill the missing product information especially when consumers have insufficient information to make a decision (Hong & Wyer, 1989). The mechanisms above are used to explain the interaction between COB image and perceived value. Although consensus on the effect of COB (Han & Terpstra, 1998; Narasimhan, Subhash, & Kiranjit, 2004) and more significant influence of COB than other dimensions (Thakor & Kohli, 1996; Lim and O’Cass, 2001; Samiee Shimp, & Sharma, 2005; Kinra, 2006; Martín & Cerviño, 2011) emerged, the underlying psychological mechanisms of how COB influences consumers are somewhat unknown.

Unlike the previous research, this study intends to explore the relationship between COB image and the prestige value of symbolic value from the perspective of emotional mechanisms. It is worth noting that COO is not only a cognitive clue, but points even more tangibly to the consumer's emotional reaction. COO can embed sentiment connotation, status and ritual in a country image, which links products to country identity and self-esteem producing a strong emotional association. Therefore, COO image is often considered as an attribute of emotional expression, especially in developing countries (Verlegh & Steenkamp, 1999; Batra et al., 2000). According to the consumption emotion theory, the dominant trait of human beings is that emotion is associated with the value system (Frijda, 1988). Consumption emotion is the psychological reaction obtained from product attributes and perceived value (Dube & Menon, 2000). Positive emotional response can enhance the perception of the core values; conversely, negative emotions would reduce perceived core values.

COO embodies image properties that can be associated with symbolic value including social status and self-esteem (Botschen & Hementtsberger, 1998; Askegaard & Ger, 1998; Fournier, 1998). We propose that COB image is able to stimulate consumer association and emotional experience; therefore, consumers can project preferable COB image onto their own, which would highlight the individual's prestige value such as social status, wealth and respect. Together, these research streams suggest that COB image would have a positive impact on prestige value of the interpersonal symbolic value in accordance with consumer emotion theory. More formally,

**H1:** Consumers’ perceived prestige value of purchasing luxury brands is greater when COB image is favorable.

Biel (1992) proposed that luxury brands provided a means whereby consumers could exercise self-expressivity, which includes both the inner self-expressive value and social self-expressive value (De Chernatony & Riley, 1998). Consumers could deliver
self-image by brand consumption. Prior research indicated that COB image featured "expression" or "image" attributes. According to this research, the former contained self-esteem needs, social needs and self-actualization needs (Mittal, Ratchford & Prabhakar, 1990); whereas, the latter referred to consumer's inner self-image and social image delivered during the process of consumption (Lefko.-Hagius & Mason, 1993). The research shows that people will be able to express themselves through consumption when they purchase products from a country (Nebenzahl, Jaffe, & Usunier, 2003).

We expect that the COB with a developed economy, high standard of living, technologically advanced, highly educated, hard-working image can trigger positive associations. Consumers who purchase the brand from such a COB are more likely to enhance consumers' self-image and inform others of which group they belong to than those who purchase products from unfavorable COB. Moreover, consumers can absorb and transfer components of COB that coincide with their ideal self to the society, therefore establishing a self-image and obtaining social identity. We propose that COB image will have a favorable impact on social self-expressive value and inner self-expressive value. In sum, we have:

**H2:** Consumers’ perceived social self-expressive value of purchasing luxury brands is greater when COB image is favorable.

**H3:** Consumers’ perceived inner self expressive value of purchasing luxury brands is greater when COB image is favorable.

However, a favorable COB image may probably not be able to positively ‘inspire’ all the symbolic value. We would explain this inability with Contradictory Attitude Theory (CAT). In 1911, a Swiss psychiatrist Blueler discovered that both positive and negative evaluation could exist simultaneously towards the same object, when he analyzed early symptoms of patients with schizophrenia. Then Blueler advanced CAT. Ottes, Lowery and Shrum (1997) first introduced CAT to the field of consumer psychology, and similarly suggested that it was possible for consumers to simultaneously have a positive and negative perception and emotional experience towards the same marketing factors. As to luxury goods, there is a longstanding contradictory attitude for most people. On the one hand, people must morally despise luxury goods in that luxury is closely related to redundancy, and luxury consumers are always those who plunder the wealth of society; On the other hand, however, people seldom exclude themselves from enjoying luxury consumption (Reitzle, 2003). This is also consistent with Voltaire’s views, who believed that people loved luxury while, at the same time, attacking luxury. According to CAT, if a favorable COB image has a positive impact on prestige value, social self-expressive value, and inner self-expressive value, there may be a negative impact between such country image and another component of symbolic value.

From the COB perspective, country image means opinions that people from one country share about another (Bilkey & Nes, 1982). Country image is formed by the co-creation of products, national characteristics, economic and political environment, history and traditions (Nagashima, 1970). Thus, to a certain extent, merits of country image could be a relatively common view, and a subjective perception of objects. In addition, we suggest that COB effects are also normative, that is, consumers will comply with the social and personal norms with regard to COB. For example, the
research indicated that it was a way of supporting a country’s economy to purchase domestic products (Shimp & Sharma, 1987). Consumers can even resist purchasing products from COB with inhumane regimes or those experiencing worldwide condemnation according to the product information.

However, the nature of COB mentioned above is likely to be inconsistent with uniqueness value of symbolic value. According to Ruvio, Shoham and Brennic (2008), uniqueness value consists of two dimensions: deviation from social norms and avoidance of similarities. That is, consumers who pursue uniqueness value will be very sensitive to the similarity and emphasis on doing something extraordinary (Snyder, 1992). Not surprisingly, such desire will be constrained by social norms (Snyder & Fromkin, 1980). Thus, consumers’ uniqueness needs will not totally violate social norms, but will deviate them. In such cases, the more favorable COB image is, the more consistent brands linked to such COB are with social norms. That is, such brands are likely to conform to the values of most people, but are detrimental to consumers who seek uniqueness. Based on the above analysis, we propose that COB image will have a negative influence on uniqueness value of symbolic value, which is different from the three-way interaction between COB image vs. prestige value, COB image vs. social self-expressive value, and COB image vs. the inner self-expressive value. Formally, we therefore predict the following:

**H4:** Consumers’ perceived inner uniqueness value of purchasing luxury brands is less when COB image is favorable.

**Regulatory Focus**

Higgins (1998) proposed Regulatory Focus Theory (RFT), which suggested that, for the sake of different objectives, people would follow two principles to adjust their behavior: promotion focus and prevention focus. Some people who “focus on promotion” tend to pursue the positive outcomes (e.g. ideal, aspiration, accomplishment); conversely, others who follow the principle of prevention focus will seek the responsibility, for example, performing one’s duties, capturing a sense of security, and avoiding losses. In other words, ideal and responsibility can inspire different regulatory focus systems: the former is linked to promotion focus, and the latter is associated with prevention focus.

More specifically, ideal is what people desire and hope, that is, what they like to do (e.g. traveling abroad, buying a big house); responsibility is what people ought to do (e.g. finish their work, pay taxes). Notably, there is significant difference between the two regulatory focus systems. Prior researches show that promotion-focused consumers pay more attention to abstract information, while prevention-focused consumers emphasize concrete information (Zhu & Meyers-Levy, 2007). Compared with concrete functional value of brand, symbolic value of brand should be more abstract, uncovering the underlying psychological mechanism between consumers and brands. Therefore, we expect that regulatory focus is likely to moderate the relationship between COB image and symbolic value. We elaborate the interactions as follows:

Individual prestige is considered as respect and trust from groups on the individual level. From a sociological point of view, prestige is an ideal for people in different
social classes, just like power and income, and therefore various expectations for prestige become one of the differences between social classes to some extent. According to RFT, under the guidance of promotion focus, people prefer to achieve the ideal. As we discussed above, given that a favorable COB image has a positive effect on prestige value, a favorable COB image can enhance the perception of ‘the ideal’. In such a case, promotion-focused consumers are likely to more favorable toward the interaction between COB image and prestige value than prevention-focused consumers. Together, we propose that promotion-focused principles will inspire the relationship between COB image and prestige value. Formally, we predict the following:

**H5:** The effect of COB image on prestige value of luxury brands will be greater when subjects are promotion-primed than prevention-primed.

The effect of COB image on symbolic value embodies an emotional experience. According to Rogers’ (1961) Self Congruence theory, the closer ideal self is to real self, the more positive the emotional experience people will have, and the happier people feel. The favorable COB image essentially delivers the message of ideal inner self and ideal social self. For example, French culture represents aesthetic sensitivity, delicacy, taste, pleasure, elegance, etc (Peabody, 1985). When consumers purchase French luxury brands, the association embedded in the French image will be projected onto consumers themselves, so that consumers also have beautiful French-related associations such as pleasure, elegance, etc. In such a case, we believe that better COB image can serve the function of shortening the distance between ideal self and real self, thus consumers will have a more positive emotional experience. In this way, consumers with positive emotion would generate an intense purchase intention for luxury brands from such a COB.

Previous studies on RFT indicated that promotion-focused consumers were more susceptible to emotional domination than prevention-focused consumers. For example, Higgins (1988) proposed that promotion-focused consumers would act on sentiment, preferring expressions of cheerfulness-dejection (e.g. joy, satisfaction); while prevention-focused consumers usually act rationally, preferring expressions of quiescence-agitation (e.g. relaxation, quiet, anxiety). Pham and Avnet (2004) also discovered that promotion-focused consumers were more sensitive to emotional cues than prevention-focused ones. Specifically, promotion-focused consumers rely more on emotion to make decisions, while prevention-focused consumers are dependent on rational information to make decisions. Therefore, we propose that moderating effect of regulatory focus functions between COB image and social self-expressive value. Compared with prevention-focused consumers, promotion-focused consumers are more likely to be influenced by favorable COB image, perceiving more social self-expressive value. More formally,

**H6:** The effect of COB image on social self-expressive value of luxury brands will be greater when subjects are promotion-primed than prevention-primed.

**H7:** The effect of COB image on inner self-expressive value of luxury brands will be greater when subjects are promotion-primed than prevention-primed.
**Strength of Brand-country Association**

Strength of brand-country association is the extent to which a brand is associated with COB image in consumers’ minds, which is consumers’ perception of brand (Haubl & Elrod, 1999). Some brands are strongly associated with COB, while others lack such association. For example, some consumers believe that Prada is a typically Italian brand, rather than Fendi. According to Human Associative Memory (HAM) and Adaptive Network Model (ANM) theory, human memory consists of nodes and connecting links: nodes are embedded concepts or information; connecting links stand for the strength of connection between nodes. If one node is stimulated strongly to a certain extent, it will activate another node (van Osselaer & Janiszewski, 2001). In terms of COB effect, COB and brands are considered as two types of nodes. When COB is linked to a brand, the effect of “attribute to brand” model occurs (Krishnan, 1996).

When a brand is strongly associated with COB, whether the COB image is favorable or not can affect symbolic value of brands. Based on HAM and ANM theory, when the node of COB is stimulated to a certain extent, it will activate the node of brand image. Specifically, on the premise of awareness of COB, COB exposing in the mass media becomes the important basis for consumers’ brand evaluation. If consumers believe that COB image is significantly positive, they tend to have a higher perception of brand prestige. Brucks, Zeithaml and Naylor (2000) claimed that brand prestige can typically convey the superiority of consumers’ social class. Similarly, superiority of social class is linked to individual prestige. When COB is closely related to a brand, a favorable COB image will produce a higher degree of prestige value; conversely, when COB is not related to a brand, even a favorable COB image will fail to have a significant effect on prestige value. Therefore, we hypothesize that, everything else being equal, strength of brand-country association has a positive effect on the interaction between COB image and prestige value. Formally,

**H8:** The effect of COB image on prestige value of luxury brands will be greater with the increase in the strength of brand-country association.

COB image can help people improve self-expression by way of brand image. When there is higher strength of brand-country association, consumers are likely to express themselves by purchasing products from such a country (Nebenzahl, Jaffe, & Usunier, 2003). Consumers prefer to select the brands that match self-concept in that they believe consumption of such brands is a way of self-expression (Belk, 1988). In addition, consumers intend to build, maintain and deliver an abstract self-concept through brand consumption, in order to obtain social identity (Schau & Gilly, 2003). Since the research indicated that both social self-expressive value and inner self-expressive value are significant motives for luxury consumption (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999, 2004), favorable COB image will be helpful for luxury consumption.

After Stayman and Deshpande’s (1989) study, Forehand, Deshpande, and Americus (2002) found that consumers were usually attracted by brands, which were associated with their social identity. Therefore, when COB image is strongly associated with brand, COB image will be used to convey social self because a favorable COB image helps consumers to retain social identity. Hence, we propose that strength of brand-country association is likely to moderate the relationship between COB image and
social self-expressive value. Similarly, the effect of moderation may occur as to the interaction between COB image and inner self-expressive value. More formally,

**H9:** The effect of COB image on social self-expressive value of luxury brands will be greater with the increase in the strength of brand-country association.

**H10:** The effect of COB image on inner self-expressive value of luxury brands will be greater with the increase in the strength of brand-country association.

Based on the analysis above, we expect that due to social normalization COB image has a negative effect on uniqueness of symbolic value. That is, the better the country image is, the more normative the COB image is. It meets most people's values, but is detrimental to consumers seeking uniqueness. Given that COB image lacks links with brands, social normalization of COB image will have less impact on consumers’ perceived uniqueness value. In other words, the negative effect of COB image on uniqueness value will decline. Formally, we propose

**H11:** The effect of COB image on uniqueness value of luxury brands will be greater with the increase in the strength of brand-country association.

Next, we present two studies that are designed to test our predictions, including COB image × regulatory focus interactions, and COB image × strength of brand-country association interactions.

**Study 1 Cob Image and Regulatory Focus**

The purpose of study 1 is to test H1 through H7, inclusive. For the empirical test of the hypotheses, we employed two experiments to examine the influence of COB image and symbolic value due to the differences in promotion focus and prevention focus. Sunglasses were used as stimuli in Experiment 1, while sunscreen creams were used in Experiment 2.

Subjects for the pilot study and for the main study were 30 and 169 undergraduate students, respectively, in China. Students are suited for purposes of this study because (1) prior research with respect to luxury goods and premium goods (e.g. cars, houses) used students as subjects with satisfactory results (Belk, Mayer, & Bahn, 1982; Belk, Mayer, & Bahn, 1984; Wilcox, Min, & Sen, 2009; Wilfred & Sanjay, 2005; Heribert & Verena, 2010); (2) Chinese luxury consumers are generally younger, of which 80% are under age of 45, compared with 30% in the United States and 19% in Japan (McKinsey, 2011). A huge and young emerging consumer group is a significant feature for the Chinese luxury market (Ruder Finn, Albatross, 2011), which indicates that students are likely to be important actual or potential consumers of luxury goods; (3) given that there is high homogeneity in student samples, it is helpful to avoid interference of subjects in variables, with high internal validity (Shuptrine, 1975).

We first adjust the subjects' mood with music and pictures because Keller, Lipkus, and Rimer (2003) proposed that subjects' mood had an effect on experiment results to some extent. Thus, we played light music or showed pictures before the experiments...
in order to relax subjects. We then randomly issued questionnaires in non-numerical sequence after explaining the instructions. With the intent of controlling experiments strictly, we neither informed the subjects of the real purpose of this experiment, nor let them know that there were several different questionnaire types. Subjects who identified the research intentions of the experiment were excluded. Next, the subjects were asked to read the questionnaires and assess the extent of their perception as to luxury consumption. Finally, we collected the subjects' demographic characteristics. Each was given a gift valued at RMB 10 as a gesture of gratitude after the experiment.

**Experiment 1**

A two (COB image) by two (regulatory focus) between-subjects full-factorial design was used. Sunglasses are well-suited for the purpose of the study because that (1) Luxury Accessories (e.g. sunglasses) in 2013 were one of eight luxury products with more than one billion dollars of consumption for consumers in mainland China (BAIN & COMPANY, 2013); (2) sunglasses are goods consumed in public; therefore, such consumption may imply more social meaning; (3) prior research used sunglasses as stimuli with satisfactory results (Piron, 2000; Khan & Dhar, 2006).

A pilot study was conducted in order to identify two countries that differ significantly in their COB image with respect to sunglasses. We assess the COB image toward luxury brands on seven-point Likert scales (Roth & Romeo, 1992; Martin & Eroglu, 1993; Pereira, Hsu, & Kundu, 2005; Laroche et al., 2005). Subjects rated the COB image of luxury goods originating from eight different countries. A total of 30 questionnaires were distributed, of which 36 were returned resulting in a satisfactory response rate of 90 percent. Based on the results of the pilot study, France and China were selected respectively as favorable image and unfavorable image due to the significant difference in COB image. Mock brands of ÉTÉ and Prosee were chosen as French and China brands rather than choosing known brands in order to control the image inferences from the brand name.

We assess regulatory focus with the six-item measure (Higgins et al., 1994), which incorporate strategies associated with being good friends. Three items imply a promotion focus, including (1) "Be generous and willing to give of yourself"; (2) "Be supportive to your friends. Be emotionally supportive"; (3) "Be loving and attentive." While the remaining three items are used more by prevention-focused subjects, such as: (4) "Stay in touch. Don't lose contact with friends"; (5) "Try to make time for your friends and don’t neglect them"; (6) "Keep the secrets friends have told you and don't gossip about friends." Previous research seldom, if ever, used the measure to assess promotion and prevention goals (e.g. Sengupta & Zhou, 2007). Based on the results of measurement, subjects were primed into promotion focus and prevention focus conditions. Thus, we have a 2×2 mixed design in the study.

A total of 89 undergraduates took part in Experiment 1. They were asked to read materials carefully and answer the questions. 69 questionnaires were usable (84.1% female) excluding the invalid samples (e.g. missing values).

**Manipulation Checks**
We assessed COB image on a seven-point Likert scale, which included a four-item measure of COB image (e.g., “I feel that X is a developed country”; α = .910), adapted from the work of Roth and Romeo (1992), Martin and Eroglu (1993), Pereira, Hsu, & Kundu (2005), Laroche et al. (2005); a four-item measure of prestige value (e.g., “Luxury brands originating from COB of X are the symbol of status”; α = .889), adapted from the work of Tsai (2005) and Rio, Vazquez, and Iglesias (2001); a four-item measure of social self-expressive value (e.g., “the brand reflects my background”; α = .891), adapted from the work of Tsai (2005) and Rio et al. (2001); a four-item measure of inner self-expressive value (e.g., “the brand reflects lifestyle”; α = .837), adapted from the work of Tsai (2005); a four-item measure of uniqueness value (e.g., “the brand reflects my distinction”; α = .715), adapted from the work of Ruvio, Shoham, and Brencic (2008). All multi-item measures were reliable, above the suggested threshold of .70 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

We ran ANOVA with the purpose of testing manipulation effects on COB image. The difference between mean ratings within the category of sunglasses is statistically significant, that is, France was higher on COB image measure compared to China (M\text{Favorable} = 5.96, M\text{Unfavorable} = 3.84, F=62.951, p<0.001). We concluded that the manipulation was successful.

**Results**

The model used in the analyses to test hypotheses from H1 to H7 is a MANOVA model, with COB image (favorable vs. unfavorable) and regulatory focus (promotion focus vs. prevention focus) as between-subject factors. The dependent variables were prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and uniqueness value. H1, H2, H3 and H4 predict, respectively, whether COB image has a positive effect on prestige value, social self-expressive value, and inner self-expressive value; conversely, whether COB image has a negative effect on uniqueness value.

As suggested by H1, the positive effect of COB image on prestige value is significant (M\text{Favorable} = 4.385, M\text{Unfavorable} = 3.500, F=5.595, p<0.05). We find that consumers will perceive more prestige value when COB image is favorable. In line with H2 and H3, COB image was a significant, positive predictor of social self-expressive value (F=75.203, p<0.001), and inner self-expressive value (F=25.146, p<0.001). Whereas a favorable COB image has a negative effect on uniqueness value (M\text{Favorable} = 3.484, M\text{Unfavorable} = 4.527, F=23.464, p<0.001). In other words, consumers will perceive more uniqueness value when COB image is unfavorable.

Given our prediction regarding the moderating effect of regulatory focus on the interaction between COB image and prestige value (i.e., H5), however, it is found that COB image \times prestige value was not significant (p>0.1). H6 predicted that favorable COB image would have a stronger effect on social self-expressive value of luxury brands for subjects with promotion focus than those with prevention focus. Consistent with this hypothesis (see Table 1 and Figure 1), we obtained that promotion-focused subjects would perceive more social self-expressive value due to favorable COB image than prevention-focused subjects (F=7.962, p<0.01). Similarly, as H7 predicted, the more favorable COB image would induce more inner self-expressive value for the subjects with promotion focus (F=6.450, p<0.05).
In summary, this study provides evidence for the central convention that COB image has a positive effect on prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and a negative effect on uniqueness value. Subjects with promotion focus will perceive more social self-expressive and inner self-expressive value.

Table 1: Experiment 1: Results of statistics tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Prestige value</th>
<th>Social self-expressive value</th>
<th>Inner self-expressive value</th>
<th>Uniqueness value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpolation</td>
<td>444.512*</td>
<td>821.656</td>
<td>614.837</td>
<td>1385.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB image</td>
<td>5.595</td>
<td>75.203</td>
<td>25.146</td>
<td>23.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory focus</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>16.584</td>
<td>12.495</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.974)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.732)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB image × regulatory focus</td>
<td>0.252 (0.617)</td>
<td>7.962 (0.006)</td>
<td>6.450 (0.013)</td>
<td>3.364 (0.071)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: P-value is given between brackets.

Figure 1: Social self-expressive value and Inner self-expressive value across COB image by regulatory focus in Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Although Experiment 1 provides evidence for most hypotheses, it needs improvement because: (1) in spite of real COB we selected from the pilot, it is difficult to avoid preconceived understanding of COB, which may have interfered with validation of conclusions; (2) Bourne (1956) suggested that luxury goods consisted of publicly consumed products and privately consumed products. In Experiment 1, we used publicly consumed sunglasses as the stimuli. We wonder if the results will be the same, when we use privately consumed luxury goods instead; (3) Regulatory focus is not only a chronic self-regulation goal, in some cases, subjects can be ‘framed’ temporarily into either a promotion focus or a prevention focus context (Lockwood, Jordan, & Kunda, 2002). We measured the subjects' chronic regulatory focus in Experiment 1, but situational regulatory focuses were not involved.
Hence, we adjusted the design of Experiment 2 as follows: (1) In Experiment 2, we created mock countries instead of France and China, using Countries A and B as standing for COB with favorable and unfavorable image respectively; (2) we selected a privately consumed sunscreen cream as stimuli instead of publicly consumed sunglasses. A pretest was conducted to identify the right luxury categories in experiments. The pretest showed that cosmetics were one of the main luxuries; 60% of interviewees purchased premium cosmetics. Premium cosmetics consumption for consumers of mainland China was in the first place (BAIN & COMPANY, 2013). Although luxury watches were in the downturn in 2013, premium cosmetics consumption was expected to be increasing in 2014 (Ruder Finn, 2014). In view of the experiment design for regulatory focus, we select premium sunscreen cream as stimuli. Sunscreen cream are suited for the purpose of the study because prior research ever used sunscreen cream as stimuli with a satisfactory result (Lee & Aaker, 2004); (3) we employed situational manipulation of regulatory focus rather than chronic measurement.

According to Blair and Innis (1996) and Teas and Agarwal (2000), we demonstrated stimuli with illustrations and captions so that subjects were framed into the context of luxury consumption of sunscreen cream. We mixed mock brands with two real luxury brands of skin care, expecting that subjects will take mock brands as real brands (e.g. sunny summer is coming. I would like to buy a sunscreen cream. It is said that Caillié(a mock brand), LACOME, Estee Lauder are all well-known brands for sunscreen creams).

Regulatory focus was manipulated using promotion-focused and prevention-focused magazine advertisings, adapted from the work of Lee and Aaker (2004), and Aaker and Lee (2001). In the promotion focus condition, the advertising of Caillié with the theme of “controlling Sunshine” is intended to activate subjects’ focus on achieving positive outcomes of consumption, in which subjects will have a sense of control when consuming the sunscreen cream; conversely, in the prevention focus condition, the advertising of Caillié with the theme of “avoiding injury from sunshine” is used to evoke subjects’ focus on avoiding the negative outcomes, in which subjects will feel a sense of security and the skin will be well protected.

A total of 80 undergraduates took part in Experiment 2. They were asked to read materials carefully and answer the questions. 66 questionnaires were left (81.8% female) excluding the invalid samples (e.g. missing values).

**Manipulation Checks**

We assessed COB image on seven-point Likert scale, which included the same measure of COB image in Experiment 1 ($\alpha = .934$); a four-item measure of prestige value ($\alpha = .722$), according to the measures of Tsai (2005) and Rio, Vazquez, and Iglesias (2001); a four-item measure of social self-expressive value ($\alpha = .854$), according to the measures of Tsai (2005) and Rio et al. (2001); a four-item measure of inner self-expressive value ($\alpha = .782$), according to the measures of Tsai (2005); a four-item measure of uniqueness value ($\alpha = .810$), adapted from the work of Ruvio et al.(2008). All multi-item measures were reliable, above the suggested threshold of .70.
We ran ANOVA with the purpose of testing manipulation effects on COB image and regulatory focus. The difference between mean ratings within the category of sunglasses is statistically significant, that is, Country A was higher on COB image measure compared to Country B (M\text{Favorable}=5.80, M\text{Unfavorable}=2.63, F=167.561, p<0.001); the difference between mean ratings with regard to promotion focus and prevention focus is also statistically significant (M\text{Promotion}=4.42, M\text{Prevention}=2.90, F=46.042, p<0.001). We concluded that both of the manipulations were successful.

**Results**

The model used to test hypotheses from H1 to H7 is a MANOVA model, with COB image (favorable vs. unfavorable) and regulatory focus (promotion focus vs. prevention focus) as between-subject factors. The dependent variables were prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and uniqueness value. H1, H2, H3 and H4 predict respectively that whether COB image has a positive effect on prestige value, social self-expressive value, and inner self-expressive value; conversely, whether COB image has a negative effect on uniqueness value.

As suggested by H1, the positive effect of COB image on prestige value was significant (M\text{Favorable}=4.423, M\text{Unfavorable}=3.397, F=51.194, p<0.001). We find that consumers will perceive more prestige value when COB image is favorable. In line with H2 and H3, COB image was a significant, positive predictor of social self-expressive value (F=16.468, p<0.001, and inner self-expressive value (F=74.413, p<0.001).

Whereas a favorable COB image has a negative effect on uniqueness value (M\text{Favorable}=3.183, M\text{Unfavorable}=3.982, F=7.408, p<0.01). In other words, consumers will perceive more uniqueness value when COB image is unfavorable.

Given our prediction regarding the moderating effect of regulatory focus on the relationship between COB image and prestige value (i.e., H5), however, it is found that COB image × prestige value was not significant (p>0.05). H6 predicted that favorable COB image would have a stronger effect on social self-expressive value of luxury brands when subjects are promotion focused, rather than prevention focused. Consistent with this hypothesis (see Table 2 and Figure 2), we obtained that promotion-focused subjects will perceive more social self-expressive value due to favorable COB image than prevention-focused subjects (F=7.077, p<0.05).

Similarly, as H7 predicted, the more favorable COB image will induce more inner self-expressive value for the subjects with a promotion focus (F=6.590, p<0.05).

In summary, this study provides evidence for the central contention that COB image has a positive effect on prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and a negative effect on uniqueness value. Subjects with promotion focus will perceive more social self-expressive and inner self-expressive value.

**Study 2 Cob Image and Strength Of Brand-Country Association**

The purpose of study 2 is to test H1, H2, H3, H4, H8, H9, H10, and H11. For the empirical test of the hypotheses, we employed two experiments to examine the influence of COB image and symbolic value due to the differences in the strength of brand-country association. Sunglasses were used as stimuli in Experiment 1, while
sunscreen creams were also used in Experiment 2. Subjects for the main study were 217 undergraduate students in China, which are different from the subjects in Study 1. The experiment process in this study is the same with that in Study 1.

### Table 2: Experiment 2: Results of statistics tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Prestige value</th>
<th>Social self-expressive value</th>
<th>Inner self-expressive value</th>
<th>Uniqueness value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpolation</td>
<td>2969.314* (0.000)</td>
<td>694.665 (0.000)</td>
<td>1869.706 (0.000)</td>
<td>595.898 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB image</td>
<td>51.194 (0.000)</td>
<td>16.468 (0.000)</td>
<td>74.413 (0.000)</td>
<td>7.408 (0.008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory focus</td>
<td>15.653 (0.000)</td>
<td>9.829 (0.003)</td>
<td>58.396 (0.000)</td>
<td>10.480 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB image × regulatory focus</td>
<td>2.875 (0.095)</td>
<td>7.077 (0.010)</td>
<td>6.590 (0.013)</td>
<td>0.652 (0.423)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: P-value is given between brackets.

![Figure 2: Social self-expressive value and Inner self-expressive value across COB image by regulatory focus in Experiment 2](image)

**Experiment 1**

A two (COB image) by two (Strength of brand-country association) between-subjects full-factorial design was used. Based on the results of the pilot study, France(French) and China were selected respectively as favorable image and unfavorable image due to the significant difference in COB image. Strength of brand-country association was framed into two conditions (high vs. low). In high strength of brand-country association context, we focus on “French” or “China” repeatedly in order to highlight the association between the brand and COB. For example, in French context, we elaborated the brand of ÉTÉ like “It was originated from Beauvais in Normandy, and created by French designer ALAIN ÉTÉ. For over 100 years, there has been nothing more French than ÉTÉ… According to the survey of luxury brands by Ogilvy & Mather, ÉTÉ has been the French brand which global consumers most admire”. While, in low strength of brand-country association context, we never
mentioned any COB related words. Mock brands of ÉTÉ and Prosee were chosen as French and China brands rather than choosing known brands. 84 undergraduates took part in Experiment 1. They were asked to read materials carefully and answer the questions. 68 questionnaires were left (58.8% female) excluding the invalid samples (e.g. missing values).

**Manipulation Checks**

We assessed COB image on a seven-point Likert scale, which included the same measure of COB image as in Study 1 (α = .888), according to the measures of Roth and Romeo (1992), Martin and Eroglu (1993), Pereira, Hsu, & Kundu (2005), Laroche et al. (2005); a three-item measure of strength of brand-country association (α = .780), according to the measures adapted from the work of Haubl and Elrod (1999); a four-item measure of prestige value (α = .912), according to the measures of Tsai (2005) and Rio, Vazquez, and Iglesias (2001); a four-item measure of social self-expressive value (α = .841), according to the measures of Tsai (2005) and Rio et al. (2001); a four-item measure of inner self-expressive value (α = .800), according to the measures of Tsai (2005); a four-item measure of uniqueness value (α = .829), adapted from the work of Ruvio et al. (2008). All multi-item measures were reliable, above the suggested threshold of .70.

We ran ANOVA with the purpose of testing manipulation effects on COB image and strength of brand-country association. The difference between mean ratings within the category of sunglasses is statistically significant, that is, French was higher on COB image measure compared to China (M_{Favorable}=5.28, M_{Unfavorable}=3.47, F=36.422, p<0.001); the difference between mean ratings with regard to strength of brand-country association is also statistically significant (M_{Promotion}=4.74, M_{Prevention}=3.25, F=31.629, p<0.001). We concluded that both of the manipulations were successful.

**Results**

The model used to test hypotheses from H1 to H4 and from H8 to H11 is a MANOVA model, with COB image (favorable vs. unfavorable) and strength of brand-country association (high vs. low) as between-subjects factors. The dependent variables were prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and uniqueness value. H1, H2, H3 and H4 predict, respectively, whether COB image has a positive effect on prestige value, social self-expressive value, and inner self-expressive value; or, conversely, whether COB image has a negative effect on uniqueness value.

As suggested by H1, the positive effect of COB image on prestige value was significant (M_{Favorable}=4.59, M_{Unfavorable}=2.35, F=144.484, p<0.001). We find that consumers will perceive more prestige value when COB image is favorable. In line with H2 and H3, COB image was a significant and positive predictor of social self-expressive value (F=21.794, p<0.001) and inner self-expressive value (F=10.452, p<0.01). Whereas a favorable COB image has a negative effect on uniqueness value (F=40.760, p<0.001).

As suggested by H8, the moderating effect of strength of brand-country association on the relationship between COB image × prestige value was significant (F=7.403,
H9 predicted that favorable COB image would have a stronger effect on social self-expressive value of luxury brands when there is higher strength of brand-country association. Consistent with this hypothesis (see Table 3 and Figure 3), we obtained that subjects will perceive more social self-expressive value due to favorable COB image when brands are closely associated with COB (F=7.316, p<0.01). As H10 and H11 predicted, more favorable COB image will induce more inner self-expressive value (F=4.653, p<0.05) and less uniqueness value in the higher strength of brand-country association condition (F=7.273, p<0.01).

In summary, this study provides evidence for the central convention that COB image has a positive effect on prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and a negative effect on uniqueness value. Strength of brand-country association would moderate the interaction between COB image and symbolic value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Experiment 1: Results of statistics tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent variables</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength of brand-country association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB image × strength of brand-country association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: P-value is given between brackets.
Experiment 2

A two (COB image) by two (Strength of brand-country association) between-subjects full-factorial design was used. In Experiment 2 we created mock countries instead of France and China, of which Countries A and B stand for COB with favorable and unfavorable image respectively. Strength of brand-country association was framed into two conditions (high vs. low). Mock brand “Caillé” of sunscreen cream was created for Experiment 2. We manipulated COB image and strength of brand-country association with scenario simulation. 133 undergraduates took part in Experiment 2. They were asked to read materials carefully and answer the questions. 117 questionnaires were left (74.4% female) excluding the invalid samples (e.g. missing values).

Manipulation Checks

We assessed COB image on a seven-point Likert scale, which included the same measure of COB image in Study 1 (α=.948), adapted from the measures of Roth and Romeo (1992), Martin and Eroglu (1993), Pereira, Hsu, & Kundu (2005), Laroche et al. (2005); a three-item measure of strength of brand-country association(α=.896), adapted from the work of Haubl and Elrod (1999); a four-item measure of prestige value (α=.882), according to the measures of Tsai (2005) and Rio, Vazquez, and Iglesias (2001); a four-item measure of social self-expressive value (α=.868), according to the measures of Tsai (2005) and Rio et al. (2001); a four-item measure of inner self-expressive value (α=.783), using the measures of Tsai (2005); a four-item measure of uniqueness value (α=.794), adapted from the work of Ruvio et al.(2008). All multi-item measures were reliable, above the suggested threshold of .70.

We ran ANOVA with the purpose of testing manipulation effects on COB image and strength of brand-country association. The difference between mean ratings within the category of sunscreen cream is statistically significant, that is, Country A was higher on COB image measure compared with Country B (M\text{Favorable}=5.58, M\text{Unfavorable}=2.05, F=448.808, p<0.001); the difference between mean ratings with regard to strength of brand-country association is also statistically significant (M\text{Promotion}=5.08, M\text{Prevention}=2.92, F=60.459, p<0.001). We concluded that both of the manipulations were successful.

Results

The model used to test hypotheses from H1 to H4 and from H8 to H11 is a MANOVA model, with COB image (favorable vs. unfavorable) and strength of brand-country association (high vs. low) as between-subject factors. As suggested by H1, the positive effect of COB image on prestige value was significant (M\text{Favorable} =4.59, M\text{Unfavorable} =2.35, F=144.628, p<0.001). We find that consumers will perceive more prestige value when COB image is favorable. In line with H2 and H3, COB image was a significant, positive predictor of social self-expressive value (F=126.820, p<0.001) and inner self-expressive value (F=59.726, p<0.001). Whereas a favorable
COB image has a negative effect on uniqueness value (F=21.268, p<0.001). In other words, consumers will perceive less uniqueness value when COB image is favorable. As suggested by H8, the moderating effect of strength of brand-country association on the relationship between COB image × prestige value was significant (F=5.692, p<0.05). H9 predicted that favorable COB image would have a stronger effect on social self-expressive value of luxury brands when there is higher strength of brand-country association. Consistent with this hypothesis (see Table 4 and Figure 4), we obtained that subjects will perceive more social self-expressive value due to favorable COB image when brands are significantly associated with COB (F=7.198, p<0.01). Similarly, as H10 and H11 predicted, the more favorable COB image will induce more inner self-expressive value (F=6.077, p<0.05) and less uniqueness value in the higher strength of brand-country association condition (F=5.836, p<0.05).

Table 4: Experiment 2: Results of statistics tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Prestige value</th>
<th>Social self-expressive value</th>
<th>Inner self-expressive value</th>
<th>Uniqueness value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpolation</td>
<td>2191.877*</td>
<td>2408.488</td>
<td>1718.776</td>
<td>1268.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB image</td>
<td>144.628</td>
<td>126.820</td>
<td>59.726</td>
<td>21.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strength of brand-country association</td>
<td>137.618</td>
<td>135.554</td>
<td>37.458</td>
<td>24.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COB image × strength of brand-country association</td>
<td>5.692</td>
<td>7.198</td>
<td>6.077</td>
<td>5.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: P-value is given between brackets.

Figure 4: Symbolic value across COB image by strength of brand-country association in Experiment 2
In summary, this study provides evidence for the central contention that COB image has a positive effect on prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and a negative effect on uniqueness value. Strength of brand-country association would moderate the interaction between COB image and symbolic value.

**General Discussion**

**Conclusion**

This paper employed two studies in order to explore the effect of COB image on symbolic value of luxury brands, and the moderation effects of regulatory focus and strength of brand-country association. Across two studies, the findings of the empirical study of symbolic value relative to the COB image of luxury sunglasses and sunscreen cream provide strong support for our hypotheses. Specifically, the research suggests that a favorable COB image will increase prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, but will decrease uniqueness value. Importantly, we provide convergent evidence that regulatory focus and strength of brand-country association moderate the relationship between COB image and symbolic value. On the one hand, the research shows that consumers with promotion focus will be more emotionally vulnerable to influence by COB image, resulting in higher social self-expressive value and inner self-expressive value. On the other hand, when a brand is weakly associated with the image of the country, the effect of COB image on prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and uniqueness value will be weakened.

**Theoretical and Marketing Implications**

Numerous studies have documented that consumers use COO as extrinsic cues in identifying quality of goods (Chao, 1993; Erickson, Johansson, & Chao, 1984; Han & Terpstra, 1988). However, Hong and Wyer (1989) advanced that COB image also contained symbolic and emotional meanings in addition to functional value. Quester and Smart (1998) and Batra et al. (2000) also suggested that COB not only served as a perceived quality cue, but also contributed to status-enhancing, but the effect of COB on status is not examined empirically. Although Phau and Leng (2008) discovered that status-seeking teenagers preferred foreign luxury brands, they did not explain the relationship between COB image and symbolic value (e.g. status, self). This study extends the study of Quester and Smart (1998), Batra et al. (2000), Phau and Leng (2008) by empirically analyzing the relationship between COB image and symbolic value, which consists of prestige value, social self-expressive value, inner self-expressive value, and uniqueness value. We expect that this study will be a beneficial supplement to prior COO effect studies.

This study also contributes to our understanding of luxury consumption by providing empirical evidence for COB effect on the symbolic value. Previous research indicated that COO effect worked in luxury consumption, i.e., COO image had more significant effect on purchase intention of luxury goods than that of necessities (Piron, 2000; Aiello et al., 2009; Godey et al., 2012). The prior research compared COO effect with price, design, and advertising, but neglected the effect of psychological and behavioral factors on COO effect of luxury goods. Since COB image, among other
COO components, most effectively stimulates perceived value of luxury brands, examining the moderating role of regulatory focus in the relationship between COB image and symbolic consumption, enriches the luxury consumption literature. The research provides evidence that COB image functions in luxury symbolic consumption significantly for consumers with promotion focus, especially for perception of social self-expressive value and inner self-expressive value.

This research suggests that COB image has distinct effects on the components of symbolic value, which have implications for decisions related to communication campaigns. Specifically, undue emphasis on the superiority of COB image in publicity may not be able to actively stimulate consumer purchase desire. The current research finds that COB image had a negative impact on uniqueness value. Therefore, we suggest that luxury marketers should analyze the motivation of target customers before COB image communication.

This research also suggests that marketers consider how to control the situational factors through promotional activities to influence the symbolic value. In Study 1, the study demonstrates that two types of regulatory focus (promotion focus vs. prevention focus) constrained the COB effect in luxury consumption. Specifically, promotion focus will reinforce the COB effect on symbolic value. Thus, luxury marketers should develop communication programs, such as advertising with promotion-focus appeals, to prime targeted customers in favorable situations, especially for social self-expressive value and inner self-expressive value seeking consumers. In such cases, COB effect will function more perfectly than prevention-focused situation. The moderation effect of regulatory focus offers implications for developing and implementing positioning strategy and communication campaign for international luxury marketers and local potential high-end brands marketers.

Limitation and Future Studies

We conclude by noting several limitations of the present work and by identifying what we view as promising opportunities for further research. First, this study emphasizes the COB effect on luxury symbolic consumption from the psychological perspective (i.e. regulatory focus), while it neglects the effect of cross-cultural factors. Since international luxury marketers would face fierce challenges and opportunities from the cultural environment, cultural factors may vary according to the extent to which COB has an effect on symbolic value of luxury brands. The present framework could be expanded to include varying degrees of cultural factors (e.g. gift giving). A further limitation is that the method of these experiments lacks generality compared with survey and field studies. In future studies, it will prove promising to use field experiments or market surveys to test COB effect in the context of luxury symbolic consumption.
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